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The startup scene in Kuwait has really taken
off. We have a lot of talent, creativity and
independence in Kuwait but also the legal

and economic system in Kuwait has changed in the
past few years. The rise in the number of local
startup businesses is also because of the Kuwait
National Fund, a fund in Kuwait that provides
funding, training and resources for startups and
small to medium businesses in Kuwait. They have
helped kickstart many successful projects in
Kuwait in a wide range of sectors.

There is also the Kuwait Business Center that
aims to assist small businesses with obtaining a
license in a simple manner, allowing them to apply
online. Also KDIPA is playing an important role
shifting our economic system encouraging foreign
investments in Kuwait. This is all great, but there
are other issues that startup owners and partners
have to deal with and that require the guidance of
a lawyer. 

Although there is a lot of positive changes the
legal system still has a long way to go for it to be
startup-friendly. There are still no commercial
licenses in Kuwait for “mobile applications” even
though there are many tech startups in Kuwait.
There are also many rights that startups or
founders of startups need that are not available to
them and cannot be included in the shareholders
agreement or articles of association of a company,
that may otherwise be available in other countries
that are startup friendly, such as the BVI. 

Question: We are starting a company made of
three partners. My partner will be working for his
shares while the other partner and I will be invest-
ing in the company. I tried explaining this to the
Ministry of Commerce to register a company, but
they needed us to all transfer amounts to a bank
account, paying for our shares. Can you please
explain what we can do to protect each party and
to have a fair shareholding agreement?

Fajer: There is more than one thing to think of
in this situation. The team is one of the most
important assets you have, so it is important to
understand where everyone is coming from and
their role in the company. 

One thing to look out for with sweat equity is a
vesting schedule. [Sweat equity is the contribution
made to a project or enterprise by one or more
key members in the form of effort and work]. A
vesting schedule is when you receive stock for
every month or milestone you have worked. This is
important because you then make sure that the
partner is working for the percentage, instead of
getting it at the beginning.

There are many other clauses to look at in a
shareholders agreement that I won’t discuss here,
as I mentioned above in Kuwait we keep using a
very general shareholder agreement, that doesn’t
seem to discuss many shareholders issues and
definitely doesn’t protect investors that depend on
sweat equity for the company to continue running.
I hope we continue to see changes in Kuwait soon
in the legal system to help protect both investors,
founders and employees in startups. 

For more questions or comments, 
email: info@ftl-legal.com
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KFH launches all-new Quran 
app with enhanced features 

A gift from bank to the public around the globe
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
launched the high-quality version 4 of the
Holy Quran Application available on App

Store for IPhone and IPad users with
enhanced features of which are a novel dis-
play design, compatibility with different
languages and screen orientation; horizon-
tal and vertical. 

Group Chief Strategy Officer at KFH,
Eng Fahad Khaled Al-Mukhaizeem, said
that the version 4 of the Holy Quran App is
a gift from KFH to all users around the
globe who are seeking to benefit from the
latest available mobile technology, especial-
ly after the great success of previous ver-
sions of the Holy Quran appwhere the num-
ber of users worldwide on IOS and Android
outpaced 3 million users. 

This emphasizes the success of KFH ini-
tiatives in adopting technology. It strength-
ens KFH’s identity in all its businesses as a

world leading Islamic financial institution.
The application will assist in spreading the
Holy Quran and its meanings and teachings
among users around the globe.  Al-
Mukhaizeem added in a press statement,
that the all-new Holy Quran app supports
the new versions of IPhones and IPads such
as IPhone X, IPad Pro. It is specially
designed to both display and provide audio
for the Holy Quran in an easy and interac-
tive way. 

This latest release gives users an ability
to interact with the app while keeping the
beauty of the Holy Quran such as the
Othmani font, inscriptions and directories
verses; of Soura and Ayah, side margins to
enhance the aesthetics of the content, dis-
play more than one page on the screen, the

ability to operate with another application
on the screen, save the options used and
retrieve them on more than one device, as
well as the previous features of interpreta-
tions and translations of several languages,
night light feature and other features.

Al-Mukhaizeem indicated KFH will con-
tinue upgrading the Holy Quran application,
revealing that one of the main features of
the upcoming phase is the ability to share
Holy Quran verses on social media channels,
supporting guidance features for the blind
in addition to several features and charac-
teristics.  IPhone and IPad users can visit
App Store and download the free Quran
app by adding KFH on the search list. It is
worth noting that KFH had launched the
first version of the Holy Quran app in 2010. 

Fahad Al-Mukhaizeem

KUWAIT: Center for Research and Studies on Kuwait
(CRSK) exerts great efforts to restore damaged manu-
scripts and documents due to their historic significance
in Kuwait’s culture and heritage. CRSK targets the con-
servation and restoration of manuscripts and docu-
ments kept inside the center itself or in Kuwait’s min-
istries. The process requires wide knowledge of sub-
stances used in creating manuscripts in order to use the
right method when restoring, to avoid creating extra
damage.  

Speaking to KUNA yesterday, head of the restora-
tion department at CRSK Sheikha Al-Suaidan said that
the first step is sterilizing the documents using a special
device to get rid of insects and other living organisms
that cause damage. Such residues could not be traced
by the naked eye. The process is then followed by the
cleaning phase to remove dust and other dirt from the
surface of manuscripts using brushes and sponges
hooked to special machines, she said. Meanwhile, Al-
Suaidan noted that the center uses manual restoration,
which is far more expensive than mechanical; using nat-
ural Japanese paper similar to the substances used in
the old manuscripts.

The final phase is conservation and storing, where
documents and manuscripts are stored under specific
conditions, including fixed lighting and temperatures.

The center had restored over 15 million historic docu-
ments and manuscripts belonging to Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development, 850,000 on the Iraqi
Invasion, over 800,000 Islamic documents for the
National Library of Kuwait and many more. CRSK was

established in December 1992 by an Amiri decree, aim-
ing to be a main source for knowledge on Kuwait’s his-
tory and heritage. The center’s goal is to conduct
research on Kuwait and publish them both locally and
internationally. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Director General of the Residency Affairs
Directorate Major Gen Talal Maarafi held a meeting with a
delegation from the Philippines embassy headed by
Deputy Labor Minister, the ambassador and general con-
sul in Kuwait. The meeting was also attended by Assistant
Director General of Residency Affairs Maj Gen Abdullah
Al-Hajiri, Director of the Central Department of Residency
Systems Col Hamad Al-Tawala, Director of Financial,
Administrative and Maintenance Services Col Jarrah Al-
Adwani and Director of the Domestic Help Department

Mohammad Al-Ajmi. The meeting was to find a mechanism
to quickly bring in Philippine domestic helpers and discuss
obstacles the community faces.

Kiosks, shops removed
The Municipality’s Public Relations Department said

Capital branch inspectors are continuing the removal of
kiosks and new shops in markets and investment and
industrial areas that are in violation of building codes.
Head of the emergency team Zaid Al-Enezi said 12 new
shops were removed from industrial and commercial lots.

Database of catastrophes
Acting Director General of Kuwait Fire Service

Directorate Maj Gen Khalid Al-Tarkeet opened the first
workshop on the database of catastrophes and losses with
the participation of more than 25 government bodies.
Deputy Director General for Fighting Sector Affairs Maj
Gen Jamal Al-Bulaihees also attended the event.

KUWAIT: Hawally Security Director Maj Gen Abdeen
Al-Abdeen ordered an Indian and a Filipina be detained
prior to their deportation for kissing in public in Jabriya.
A security source said police responded to calls about
the couple’s behavior and made the arrest.

‘Shot by mistake’
An Egyptian who works in a weaponry shop was hit

by a pellet by mistake. A citizen who was in the store at
the time of the accident said he did not mean to shoot
the expat, adding that he didn’t think the weapon was
loaded. The Egyptian was rushed to hospital in an
unstable condition.

Kuwaiti swindled
An employee at a travel agency spoiled plans of a

media man to travel to Europe after he took his money
and cancelled all reservations. The citizen told Nugra
police that he gave an Egyptian travel agent KD 1,800
to make hotel reservations in Europe, but he later real-
ized he was swindled, as the employee cancelled the
reservations and did not answer calls. Police found the
suspect has left the country.

Drunk citizen arrested
A drunk citizen was arrested after he hit the car of a

policeman who was heading to work. The drunk swerved
towards the policeman’s car, who hit the pavement, dam-
aging the car in the process. The suspect then sped off.
Other police patrols pursued the suspect, caught him and
found a liquor bottle.

Tattoo girl reunited 
Sharq detectives reunited a girl with her family after

she left them due to a dispute with her mother over a
tattoo on her arm. Detectives traced her phone and
located her near seaside Shaab, where she was found
with two persons. All three were taken to the police sta-
tion, and the girl’s family was called in to retrieve her.

Citizen with lewd toys
A citizen was arrested with lewd toys as well as 11

heroin injections. Police also found he is wanted for a
civil sentence implementation. The man was in an abnor-
mal condition in Mahboula when he was stopped. He
also had shabu besides the heroin.

Contractor wanted 
A Syrian is wanted for swindling a citizen out of KD

3,500. The citizen told Kabd police that the Syrian
placed an ad claiming to be a contractor, and agreed
with him to build a swimming pool at the cost of KD
7,000, of which he paid 3,500, but the contractor disap-
peared. The citizen gave police a receipt of the amount. 

—Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa
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